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Senior Managing Director

New York, NY

Steve.Calk@alpha-ir.com

Office: 929-266-6315

Cell: 607.376.3864 

Steve Calk is a Senior Managing Director and co-General Manager for Alpha IR Group's New York Office. Steve has more than
20 years of financial, investment banking, and investor relations experience. He advises clients on critical financial and
communications strategies. Steve has worked with a broad cross-section of clients in a variety of industries, including retail,
technology, financial services, healthcare, and energy. Mr. Calk earned a B.A. in Economics and Philosophy from Columbia
University and an M.B.A. in Finance and Accounting from the University of Chicago Booth School of Business.

His experience includes:

α Delivered strategic communications guidance to C-suite during company-shaping events such as M&A, IPOs,
activism, and crises. Authored press releases, presentations, scripts, annual reports, and other messaging to both
financial and non-financial audiences

α Steve was an investment banker at J.P. Morgan, Credit Suisse, and Lehman Brothers. As a banker, he worked
primarily in capital raising and M&A in the TMT and Energy sectors. Later, he served as an investor relations and
internal M&A officer with several publicly-traded technology firms. He also was a Visiting Professor of Finance at
Cornell’s Johnson Graduate School of Management

Past Work Experience:

α FTI Consulting, Managing Director, Strategic Communications (2014-2016)

α Cornell University, Johnson Graduate School of Mgmt., Finance Lecturer (2008-2014)

α Ashton Partners, Head of Boston Office (2006-2007)

α IRO at Intrado, CSG Systems, High Speed Access Corp (1999-2006)

α Investment Banker at J.P. Morgan, Credit Suisse, Lehman Brothers (1990-1999)

mailto:Steve.Calk@alpha-ir.com
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Director - Investor Relations 

Springdale, AR

julie.kegley@tyson.com

Office: 479-290-3918

Cell: 479-871-0563

α Julie Kegley has nearly 30 years of experience in investor relations and 
communications. 

α She began her career as a newspaper reporter for a small town daily in Arkansas 
before working nearly 10 years in public relations for the University of Arkansas. 

α She joined investor relations at Tyson Foods in 1998 as manager of shareholder 
publications and produced award-winning annual reports for many years. 

α In 2003, she received the IR Magazine award for Best Mid-Cap Annual Report.

α She became director of investor relations in 2011, reporting to the VP, IR.

Participant: Julie Kegley – Tyson Foods

mailto:julie.kegley@tyson.com
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α Neil Russell returned to Sysco to lead the company’s strategic investor relations program as Vice 
President, Investor Relations in July of 2015. Neil has a wealth of communications and investor 
relations experience that he brings to the table, and has recently expanded his role to Vice 
President – Investor Relations and Communications in August of 2016. 

α Prior to re-joining Sysco, Neil served as Senior Vice President, Corporate Affairs at Veritiv 
Corporation, where he led the company’s investor relations, corporate communications, 
corporate responsibility and government relations functions. Prior to that, he spent over six years 
as Sysco’s Vice President, Investor Relations, successfully managing our relationships with equity 
markets and creating a targeted investor program to further develop our shareholder base.

α After starting his career in strategic planning, revenue management and financial auditing at 
America West Airlines, Neil spent nearly a decade in a variety of investor relations, financial 
analysis and strategic planning roles at Delta Air Lines. 

Vice President – Investor 
Relations & Communications 

Houston, TX

Russell.Neil@corp.sysco.com

Office: 281-584-1308

Cell: 832-570-3068 

Participant: Neil Russell – Sysco Corp

mailto:Russell.Neil@corp.sysco.com
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Chris Hodges is the Founder & CEO of the Alpha IR Group, and has been a strategic IR consultant for two decades. He has counseled clients
across all industries, and through various points in the business cycle, including multiple recessions and valuation peaks. He is a recognized
thought leader in the IR industry having recently presented at the National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD), National Directors
Institute (NDI), and numerous NIRI events across the country. Chris graduated from Lafayette College with a B.S. in Mathematics, and received
his M.B.A. in Finance from Temple University.

His experience includes:

α Held consult meetings with the financial executives of over 1,000 of America’s publicly traded companies

α Consulting engagements with over 400 clients undergoing significant change in their businesses

α Delivered over 600 perception studies and follow-up projects

α Written and/or edited over 200 annual reports

α Completed over 350 IR Audits, Targeting Analyses and IR Plans

α Managed over 200 M&A engagements/consultations or other capital raises and transactions

α Directed over 150 analyst/investor days

α Presented to 75 Boards of Directors to deliver the results of our research and/or consult on critical issues

α Ran over 75 IPO engagements/consultations

α Managed 100 activist and/or proxy crises engagements

α Ran numerous tailored research projects, including dividend, valuation, volatility, and exchange shift studies

Past work experience:

α FD / FTI Consulting (2010-11), Senior Managing Director, Industrials Sector Head

α FD Ashton Partners (2008-10), Managing Director, General Manager of Chicago Office

α Ashton Partners, Co-Founder & President (1997-2007)

CEO & Founder

Chicago, IL

chris@alpha-ir.com

Office: 312-445-2871

Cell: 773-294-5833 

Participant: Chris Hodges – Alpha IR Group

mailto:chris@alpha-ir.com
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Practical Example: Which of These 
Companies has Great IR?
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Practical Example: The Answer Can’t 
Always be Found in the Stock Price
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Session Objectives

α Provide advice, counsel and real-world examples of how today’s IROs build highly effective 

measurement programs

α Offer a holistic measurement toolbox to consider for your IR programs of both quantitative 

and qualitative tools that you can use to improve your program

α These concepts are critical to:

– Building a best practices IR program

– Effectively setting quarterly, annual, and programmatic IR goals

– Controlling the narrative with your management and board, as well as their perception 

and view of your IR program

– Informing your future compensation

9



Role of IR Measurement
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Why and How Do We Measure IR?

By The Numbers

# meetings, shareholder 

base stats, etc. 

Anecdotally

Informal conversations 

and indirect feedback

Formally

Third-party Perception Study 

and continual feedback process

Sell-Side

Base success off sell-side coverage 

and bank-gathered meeting 

feedback
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Why Do We Measure IR?

Consistent, Credible Communications

Stand Out in the Crowd

Ongoing Program Refinement

Maintain Transparency

Drives Long-Term Shareholder Value

To Guide our Board & Management Team

How Do We Measure IR?



Setting Controllable Goals: Quantitative or 
Qualitative?

α The majority of companies spend less than 1% of their 
annual IR budget/resources on measurement and 
evaluation

– Only 16% of respondents report spending 5% of more of 
their budget on program evaluation.

α While a strong majority of respondents report that they 
set IR program goals and objectives, the resources 
companies devote to evaluating these goals and 
objectives are relatively small.

– Larger companies tend to spend more on evaluation as a 
percentage of their total budget than smaller companies.

Source: National Investor Relations Institute. 

73%

Do You Set 
Specific Goals and 

Objectives for 
Your IR Program?

80%

What Type of 
Metrics Do You 

Use to Measure 
Your IR Program?

87%

Should Share 
Price be Used as a 

Measure of IR 
Program Success?

Both

Quant
Qual

YesNo

NoYes
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Shifting Priorities Over Last 5 Years
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2012 Senior Roundtable Survey
Top 5 Most Important Metrics 

1.  Relationship with financial community

2.  Feedback from the financial community 

3.  Valuation of company stock relative to peers

4.  Qualitative assessment by C-suite

5.  Composition of shareholder base

2016 Survey of 515 IROs
Top 5 IR Program Metrics Used

1.  Quality of investor outreach (NDRs, meetings, 
events & conferences)

2.  Shareholder composition/diversity

3.  Stock price/share fluctuation

4.  Perception studies/investor feedback

5.  Analyst coverage



A Word of Caution on Investor “Surveys”
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“Sometimes it surprises me when I find out a portfolio company
management team has commissioned one of these surveys. I’m not really
sure what value or insight they expect to get out of it. I’m happy to give a
company management team direct feedback if they want it, but ranking
something on a 10-scale when I’m tracking over 100 stocks is kind of a
head scratcher to me.”

- Wellington Portfolio Manager

“I get calls all the time by these perception study firms. Usually it’s a
recent grad on the other side of the phone without a real understanding
of the story so there’s not a lot of meaningful dialogue. We like to help our
holdings communicate better, so most of us will generally try to
participate, but those always wind up being short conversations.”

- Robeco Portfolio Manager

α Most investors don’t like taking 
“surveys” and there is a 
growing frustration on the buy-
side with polling by 
underinformed interviewers 

α The Street is much more 
receptive to providing feedback 
when the person they are 
dealing with understands the 
story deeply and can add value 
and/or insight to them 

α Pick your provider carefully and 
understand the process in full



Case Study #1 – Sysco
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Measurement Focus
α Unified Message that supports: 

α Path forward
α Competitive differentiation

α Roadmap to financial targets
α Visibility and strategic engagement 

α Increase the return on invested time on IR
α Identify and target “strong fit” investors

α Re-evaluate sell-side utilization
α Valuation

α Be more competitive for investment capital
α Establish process of continuous benchmarking and self-

evaluation

α Tailor the Sysco message along the lines of the key 
performance metrics deemed most important by the Street

Messaging

Focusing on Messaging, Quality 
of Engagement, and Valuation

16



Message: Core Objectives

α CLEAR: Deliver a message that clearly aligns with Sysco’s defined 
operational and financial objects. 

α CONCISE: Reduce the peripheral noise and focus on the cause and 
effect of actions that will drive results/success.

α CREDIBLE: Leverage management’s experience and view that 
management are industry experts to connect the Sysco story to the 
strategy that will deliver on promised results. 

Focused on adhering to three pillars of communications improvement with 
the Street and structure the delivery of the Corporate messages along 
these pillars consistently:

17



Message:

α Have used third parties to support and guide our 
management team for over a decade

α Blend of full perception audits and pulse checks 
around core issues

α Critical component to both guiding and influencing 
management and the Board in how they should 
evaluate our IR program

α Qualitatively focused, but balanced with 
quantitative data; in particular after our investor 
day events 

Test, Refine and Balance Qualitative & 
Quantitative Insights…

18



Visibility:

α Global approach to unlocking buying power amongst 
holders while identifying a new pipeline of potential 
investors to support the go-forward strategy

α Taking a more strategic direction with a keen 
emphasis on:

– Increasing the quality and effectiveness of buy-
side meetings

– Managing the sell-side more proactively to drive 
stronger engagements

α Aligning strategy/story with a relevant investor base

– IR leadership incentive compensation tied to 
specific goals in this area

…and then Routinely Assess and Refine Objectives

Active Strategy Has Decreased Passive 
Holdings
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Institutional Shareholder Base by Style

Passive Value Growth GARP Short/Term/Hedge
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Visibility: Reminder on Corporate Governance
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α Use the term “investor” broadly – there are two 
sides:

– Financial decision maker – PM/ Analyst

– Voter – Governance team

α Typically spend most time with sell-side or financial 
decision maker, but don’t neglect governance 
teams

α Three types of governance teams at institutional 
firms

– Financial decision maker is also the voter

– Financial decision maker collaborates with 
governance team to determine votes

– Governance team votes independently 

Two different constituencies within buy-side 
institutions…



Valuation: Developed Numerous Approaches

α Understand external view of SYY valuation today

α Understand KPIs most commonly tracked by buy-side

α Utilize a few different best-of-breed peer sets to 

better assess how SYY is being viewed externally 

from a performance and valuation perspective. 

α In addition to the discrete peer sets, also keeping a 

close eye on how SYY compares against Performance 

Food Group and US Foods on a quarterly basis

α Part and parcel with this focus, Sysco’s messaging, 

specifically differentiators, will be messaged against 

these two close peers in all investor engagements

21

Seek opportunities to define your performance 
indicators, within reason…



Investor Relations Goals
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α Messaging: Own the narrative and rebuild credibility

α Define KPIs

α Communicate clearly around each

α Routine follow-ups / measure resonance 

α Visibility: Manage the sell-side and increase exposure 

to higher quality buy-side targets

α Target # Days on IR activities per month

α Constructively manage sell-side 

α Meet one-third of buy-side targets and top-25 

holders at least once

α Valuation: win an increasing competition for 

investment capital 

α Define and monitor relative position 

Establishing balanced quantitative and qualitative 
objectives that are reasonable and agreeable….



Case Study #2 – Tyson Foods
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Evolving Shareholder Base and Company Profile
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α Primarily Short-Term/Hedge or 

Index Fund ownership 

α Lack of high-quality Value, 

Growth and GARP buyers

α Repeat meetings with no buying 

activity

Hurdles with investment 
community

α Passive approach to meeting 

prioritization

α Low-quality itineraries from sell-

side for conferences and NDRs

α IR team responding to any 

investor request for dialogue

α Measurement focused on 

quantity, not results

Historical commodity business 
and legacy challenges created

α Historical meeting reviews

α Strategic targeting in-line with 

shareholder base and business 

fundamentals

α Clear IR program goals

α Push back on low-quality events

α Perception studies

α Integrate IR objectives into 

annual performance reviews

Comprehensive measurement 
improved IR effectiveness



Initial Program Audit Findings

α Tyson participated in 559 meetings with the 

investment community in 2015

– This is above average compared to most mid- to 

large-cap companies 

α The company spent more than half its time in front 

of what we deem Short-Term/Hedge investors 

– A result of high conference participation, which 

offers less control over quality of meetings, as 

well as failure by the sell-side to deliver the type 

of investor meetings a company like Tyson 

should command

25

Quantity ≠ Quality

Above average for similar 
size companies

with Short-Term/Hedge 
investors

More Than Half

559 Meetings



Raising the Bar on IR
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α Attended more conferences and conducted 

more NDRs post-acquisition

α Measured who, what, where and how many 

α More activity did not create new interest

α Resulted in more contact with the same 

investors, but not increased positions

What Isn’t Measured Doesn’t Change



Raising the Bar on IR

Quality & Distribution of Meeting by Sponsor

α Analysis of volume and quality of meetings 

sponsored by covering sell-side firms

– Rarely do the two correlate positively

α Tyson’s two most active sell-side firms in 

terms of corporate access provided the 

highest exposure to Short-Term/Hedge 

investors – more than 80% 

α This insight helped management team realize 

we could allocate time better

α We’re now evaluating trading volume and 

buy/sell activity driven by sell-side as well

Sell-Side Sponsor (Redacted)

Sell-Side Sponsors (Redacted)

27



Raising the Bar on IR
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α Went beyond measuring what we did. Did it 

work?

α Analyzed meeting effectiveness

α Did targets buy, sell, or hold?

α Did we change our shareholder composition?

None of it matters if they don’t buy your stock



Allocating Time Among Top Shareholders

Tyson established new prioritization 

protocols surrounding existing shareholders

α Identified significant buying capacity 

existed with current base

α Increase contact with holders with ability 

to add to existing position vs. 

maintenance meetings for those with full 

positions

29



Today’s Approach Leading to Higher ROI
on Investor Engagement

α Minimal Short-Term/Hedge in base; meetings limited to 
larger groups with this audience (no 1x1s)

α Mixing in high-quality targeted investors

– Increased quality – higher Growth, GARP and Value

α Consistent post-meeting feedback

– Pulse-checks/mini-perception studies

α Tying measurement/goal setting to compensation

– Executive touch points at 65% or more with long-
only in FY17

– Increase % of non-US ownership to 18% by 2017 FYE

– Meet with strategic targets throughout the year

30

α Reflection on what’s working, what’s not working

α Strategic targeting

α Two clear goals: 1) reduce exposure to Short-
Term/Hedge meetings; 2) increase international 
ownership

α Consistently push back on meetings – insist on quality at 
all conferences and NDRs

α Ongoing measurement and assessment

– Quarterly scorecard

– Annual review and strategic planning

– Annual performance reviews

Review Activities: New Approach:



α Now spend 70% more time meeting with 

underweight shareholders than typical U.S.-listed 

company

– Screen investors who tend to have a familiarity 

with the company and the ability to 

significantly increase positions easily (as 

compared to onboarding new shareholders)

α About 50% of time in front of non-holders

– Strategically targeting high-quality potential 

investors is key

Institutional Investor: 2017 All-America Executive 
Team Ranking

Overall Buy-side Sell-side

Best CEO 1st 1st 1st

Best CFO 1st 1st --

Best IR Program 2nd 2nd N/A

Best Website 1st N/A N/A

31

TSN management and IR positively regarded by 

investment community…

Based on 38 Nominated Food Production Companies.
Source: institutionalinvestor.com 



The Measurement Toolbox
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Measurement Toolbox: Key Categories

Messaging

VisibilityTactics

Valuation / 
Benchmarking

α Consistently Educating

α Transparency/Clarity

α Key Stakeholder Resonance

α Evaluate Activity & 

Outcomes

α Sell-side Fit/Mix

α Ownership Fit/Mix

α Prospect Opportunity/Mix

α Responsiveness

α Tracking/Tools

α Preparedness

α Reporting

α Peer Group Selection

α Benchmarked Valuation       

& Performance

α Set & monitor KPIs

33



Measurement Toolbox: Messaging
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Build a Real 

Internal 

Messaging Map

Develop a true 
understanding and 

shared vision of your 
core messages

Evaluate and 
maximize knowledge 

among Company 
business leaders 

regarding the 
strategy, how its 

communicated, etc.

Message 

Resonance & 

Gaps Review

Sell-side research, 
reporting, and 

focus

Buy-side 
discussions -
formal and 

informal 

Peer 

Benchmarking

Compare / 
contrast 

messages, 
disclosures, 

transparency

Include critical IR 
tools: guidance 
policies, capital 

allocation, 
earnings 

approach, 
proactivity, etc.

Formal 

Perception 

Studies

Third-party study 
that provides 

insightful, actionable
feedback & 

recommendations

Routine pulse check 
/ feedback around 

critical issues / 
communications

Survey most 
effective post events 

(I-Days)

Media   

Resonance

Public (non-
investor) 

perception 

As frustrating as 
the media can be, 
act like a leader if 

you are one

Other 

Stakeholder 

Reviews 

Employees are 
often stockholders 

too

Don’t overlook 
debt Investors as 
well, as they are 

sophisticated and 
usually in the 
know on key 

issues

Most of these tools should be refreshed annually, but reported on quarterly to key leaders in your organization!

M
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s
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Measurement Toolbox: Visibility
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Activity

Sell-side

Key conference 
participation

Days on road
# of sell-side target 

meetings/ 
interactions

Buy-side

# of key holders 
(top 50,25,10) 
seen on road & 

other touchpoints

# of critical 
investor targets 

seen at  
NDRs/Conf

Investor day    
and/or site visit 

attendance

Other

Retail or debt 
holders for some 

companies are 
important too

Outcomes/Results

Sell-side

Do you have the 
right mix & key 
“torchbearers”

Level of  
engagement

Quality of coverage: 
model, estimate 

spread, etc. 

Buy-side

Quality of NDR/Conf 
participation

(Are Hedgies << 50%)

Buying/selling post 
events; Top 
10/25/50 
retention

Ownership quality: 
Fit with Message; 
Comparability to 

Peers, etc.

Other

Track retail and debt 
interactions too 

when a big part of 
program

M

V
Tactic

s

Valua
tion / 
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hmar
king



Measurement Toolbox: Tactics 
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Responsiveness

• Establish a process by 

which your IR team 

prioritizes incoming 

requests

• Prioritize key holders and 

sell-side first

• Ideally respond within 24 

hours (routine complaint 

of buy-side)

• Utilize website as 

disclosure vehicle

Tracking

• Understand investor 
styles & cost basis       

• Manage passive trends 
and understand the role 
of hedge funds

• Take copious notes 
during all investor 
interactions 

• Establish regular peer 
monitoring and 
scorecards

• Track attendance stats at 
all events (I-days, 
earnings calls, etc.)

Tools &   
Intelligence

• Arm yourself with 

appropriate tools

• Surveillance, consulting 

support, database/CRM, 

etc.

• Numerous other “free” 

tools for smaller budgets

• But also be careful of low 

value offerings in the 

space (there are a lot)

Preparedness

• Activist preparation and 
reporting

• Clearly defined target list 
and engagement plan for 
when investment thesis 
shifts

• Corporate governance 
support

• Get a depth of 
understanding on trends 
in guidance and capital 
allocation 
communication 

Reporting

• Periodically review 

quantity and quality of 

visibility efforts

• Use quarterly board 
report tool to manage up 
with board & 
management

• Get a seat at board table 
at least annually

M

Visibil
ity

T

Valua
tion / 
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Toolbox: Valuation / Benchmarking
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Establish appropriate peer group(s) – consider industry &/or investment peers

Baseline peer group(s) across valuation, IR approach, etc.

Know your relative valuation – historical and future

Understand the Street’s and your Industry’s KPIs

Define your key performance indicators (KPIs) – internally and externally

Track performance against guidance & earnings surprises

Use market feedback mechanisms when you lag KPIs

M

Visibil
ity

T

V/B



How to Choose?
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α Pick a few variables from all four critical areas: messaging, 

visibility, tactics and benchmarking/valuation

α Establish balance between quantitative and qualitative 

objectives

α Ensure each goal is reasonable and agreeable to 

management – will they support your objective in their 

efforts?

α Routinely track, assess and refine goals – quarterly at 

least – and reset/modify measures annually

Every Company is different and numerous factors 
can impact how aggressive or cautious your goal 
setting will be:

α Industry lifecycle stage

α Management/Company history

α Management team disposition to IR

α Economic & competitive environment

α Industry overhangs/risk factors

α “Forcastability” of business

α Baseline/historical approach to IR

Remember your goal – Increase ROI on IR activities and 
support proper valuation

M

VT

V/B



Goal Setting & Tracking

α IRO comp is increasingly being tied to measurement 
objectives

– In 2015, 59% of companies tied IR remuneration to 
some measure of IR activity1

α Goals need to be aligned with incentive comp 
appropriately and reinforced on a quarterly basis, 
measured frequently to ensure management/board 
alignment to KPIs

α Implementing this kind of reporting practice and 
including content in quarterly board reports will help 
elevate strategic value of the IR function within the 
organization

39

IR Reporting is Critical to Gaining “Seat 
at the Table”

1 National Investor Relations Institute 



QUESTIONS?


